STATE OF ILLINOIS
98TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY
HOUSE COMMITTEE ROLL CALL
Environment
House Resolution No. 1146
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CLOSURES
Recommends Be Adopted
Recommends Be Adopted

Hearing Date: May 28, 2014, Room 118 Capitol Building, 10:00AM

16 YEAS 0 NAYS 0 PRESENT 0 NOT VOTING

Y Bost, Mike
Y Jackson Sr., Eddie L
Y McAsey, Emily
Y Meier, Charles E
Y Morrison, Thomas
Y Riley, Al
Y Smiddy, Mike
Y Verschoore, Patrick J
Y Hoffman, Jay
Y Kay, Dwight
Y McSweeney, David
Y Mitchell, Bill
Y Phelps, Brandon W
Y Scherer, Sue
Y Tryon, Michael W
Y Zalewski, Michael J